A fluorescent alpha-factor analogue exhibits multiple steps on binding to its G protein coupled receptor in yeast.
The yeast alpha-factor receptor encoded by the STE2 gene is a member of the extended family of G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) involved in a wide variety of signal transduction pathways. We report here the use of a fluorescent alpha-factor analogue [K(7)(NBD), Nle(12)] alpha-factor (Lys(7) (7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-yl), norleucine(12) alpha-factor) in conjunction with flow cytometry and fluorescence microscopy to study binding of ligand to the receptor. Internalization of the fluorescent ligand following receptor binding can be monitored by fluorescence microscopy. The use of flow cytometry to detect binding of the fluorescent ligand to intact yeast cells provides a sensitive and reproducible assay that can be conducted at low cell densities and is relatively insensitive to fluorescence of unbound and nonspecifically bound ligand. Using this assay, we determined that some receptor alleles expressed in cells lacking the G protein alpha subunit exhibit a higher equilibrium binding affinity for ligand than the same alleles expressed in isogenic cells containing the normal complement of G protein subunits. On the basis of time-dependent changes in the intensity and shape of the emission spectrum of [K(7)(NBD),Nle(12)] alpha-factor during binding, we infer that the ligand associates with receptors via a two-step process involving an initial interaction that places the fluorophore in a hydrophobic environment, followed by a conversion to a state in which the fluorophore moves to a more polar environment.